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Abstract

A range query applies an aggregation operation (e.g., SUM) over all selected cells of an OLAP data cube where the

selection is speci®ed by providing ranges of values for numeric dimensions. Range sum queries on data cubes are a

powerful analysis tool. Many application domains require that data cubes are updated often and the information

provided by analysis tools are current or ``near current''. Existing techniques for range sum queries on data cubes,

however, can incur update costs in the order of the size of the data cube. Since the size of a data cube is exponential in

the number of its dimensions, rebuilding the entire data cube can be very costly and is not realistic. To cope with this

dynamic data cube problem, a new approach has been introduced recently, which achieves constant time per range sum

query while constraining each update cost within O�nd=2�, where d is the number of dimensions of the data cube and n is

the number of distinct values of the domain at each dimension. In this paper, we provide a new algorithm for the

problem which requires O�n1=3� time for each range sum query and O�nd=3� time for each update. Our algorithm im-

proves the update time by a factor of O�nd=6� in contrast to the current one for the problem O�nd=2�. Like all existing

techniques, our approach to answering range sum queries is also based on some precomputed auxiliary information

(pre®x sums) that is used to answer ad hoc queries at run time. Under both the product model and a new model in-

troduced in this paper, the total cost for updates and range queries of the proposed algorithm is smallest compared with

the cost by all known algorithms. Therefore our algorithm reduces the overall time complexity for range sum queries

signi®cantly. Ó 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Aggregation is a predominant operation in decision support database systems. On-Line Ana-
lytical Processing (OLAP) [3] often needs to summarize data at various levels of detail and on
various combinations of attributes. An increasingly popular data model for OLAP applications is
the multidimensional database (MDDB), also known as a data cube [6]. To build a data cube for a
data warehouse, certain attributes are chosen to be measure attributes, i.e., the attributes whose
values are of interest. Other attributes, say d of them, are referred to as dimensions or the
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functional attributes. The measure attributes of those tuples with the same dimension attribute
values are added up into an aggregate value. Thus, an MDDB can be viewed as a d-dimensional
array, indexed by the values of the d-dimensional attributes, whose cells contain the values of the
measure attributes for the corresponding combination of dimension attributes. For example,
consider a data cube maintained by an insurance company. Assume that the data cube has four
dimensions CUSTOMER_AGE, YEAR, STATE and INSURANCE_TYPE, and one measure attribute
SALES. Further, assume that the domain of CUSTOMER_AGE is between 1 and 100, of year is
1990±1999, of STATE is the 7 states and territories in Australia, and of INSURANCE_TYPE is
fhome; auto; healthg. The data cube contains 100� 10� 7� 3 cells, and each cell contains the
total sales for the corresponding combination of CUSTOMER_AGE, YEAR, STATE, and INSUR-

ANCE_TYPE. Such a data cube provides the aggregate sales ®gures for all regions and year from
1990 to 1999.

We consider a class of queries over data cubes which are called range queries [9], that apply a
given aggregation operation over selected cells where the selection is speci®ed as contiguous
ranges in the domains of some of the attributes. Such range queries are very useful tools in ®nding
trends and in discovering relationships between attributes in data warehousing. One such example
is the above insurance data cube: ®nd the total sales for customers with age from 35 to 50, in year
1994±1998 in ACT area with auto insurance. One way to answer this query is to scan all involved
cells in the data cube, and then add-up the values in the cells as the returning answer. However,
this takes time which is proportional to the number of involved cells, while the number of cells in a
data cube is exponential with its dimensions d. In an interactive exploration of a data cube, which
is predominant for the OLAP applications, the response time is very crucial. It is imperative to
have a system with fast response time. Our aim in this paper is to develop algorithms which reduce
the response time of queries and updates signi®cantly.

1.1. Related work

Since the introduction of the data cube model in [6], there has been considerable research in
the database community on the development of algorithms for computing data cubes
[1,4,13,15,18], for deciding what subsets of a data cube to precompute [7,8], for estimating the
size of multidimensional aggregates [16], for indexing precomputed summaries [11,14], and for
the maintenance of data cubes in the data warehouses [12]. However, the range query sum
problem on the data cubes has not been received deserved attention until recently. Ho et al. [9]
initialized the problem by presenting an elegant algorithm for it, based on the pre®x sum ap-
proach. The essential idea of their method is to precompute pre®x sums of cells in the data
cube, which then can be used to answer ad hoc range queries at run-time. This method promises
that any range sum query on a data cube can be answered in constant time. However, the
updates to the pre®x sums are proportional to the size of the data cube in the worst case when
there is an update to a cell in the data cube. In some application where the data is static or
rarely updated, this method is su�cient. There are, however, some applications for which the
updates to the data cube happen quite often. For example, many corporations are interested in
tracking down current sales data, for which new information may arrive on a daily or weekly
basis. As competition increases globally, executives and managers demand that their analysis
tools provide them with up-to-date information (current or near current result) without much
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delay. For such applications, the pre®x sum approach is not applicable, particularly for large
data cubes having many dimensions, because the update time is in the order of the size of the
data cube which grows exponentially with the number of dimensions d of the data cube. Thus,
it leaves us a challenging problem, that is whether there is an e�cient algorithm which has a
reasonable update time and small query time. Ge�ner et al. [5] ®rst considered this dynamic data
cube problem by presenting a solution. Their algorithm for the range sum query takes O�nd=2�
time for an update and constant time for a query, assuming the data cube has d-dimensions and
each dimension is of size n. Chan and Ioannidis [2] proposed a new class of cube representations
called Hierarchical Cubes, which is based on two orthogonal dimensions. They have shown that
a particular cube design called the Hierarchical Band Cube has a signi®cantly better query and
update trade-o� than that of the algorithm due to [5]. But the index mapping from a high-level
``abstract'' cube to a lower-level ``concrete'' cube is too complicated. In addition to the above
approaches, which provide precise answers to range sum queries, a method that provides
approximate answers for high-dimensional, sparse data cube has recently been proposed as
well [17].

It should be mentioned that Ho et al. [10] also presented e�cient techniques for partial sum
queries where queries are on arbitrary subsets (not necessarily contiguous) of the measure attri-
butes. They mapped the partial-sum problem to a covering problem in the theory of error-cor-
recting codes, applied some known covering codes to the problem, and devised a new covering
code tailored for the partial-sum query problem that o�ers the best space and time trade-o�.
Although a range sum query problem can be viewed as a special case of the partial-sum query
problem, the techniques speci®ed for range sum queries usually take advantage of the contiguous
ranges of the selection and have a much better performance.

As Ho et al. [9] pointed out, their techniques can also be applied to any binary operator �
for which there is an inverse binary operator 	 such that a� b	 b � a for any a and b in the
domain. Examples for such applications are COUNT, AVERAGE, ROLLING SUM, ROLLING

AVERAGE, etc.

1.2. Contributions

In this paper, we present a new technique called a double relative pre®x sum approach to speed-
up range sum queries in data cubes, which achieves O�n1=3� time per query and O�nd=3� time per
update, where n is the number of distinct values of the domain at each dimension. Compared with
the existing algorithms, our algorithm improves the update time by a factor of O�nd=6� while the
query time is kept within O�n1=3� time.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the model for the
range sum problem [9], and present the optimization measure of the problem under di�erent
(time) cost models. We also review some existing approaches for the problem. In Section 3, we
present a new technique for the range sum query problem on dynamic data cubes which aims to
minimize the total cost for both queries and updates under the two cost models. In doing so, we
®rst describe several data structures used to accommodate our task. We then devise algorithms for
processing range sum queries and updates on these data structures. In Section 4, we present a
general strategy for dealing with range sum queries on a set of data cubes in a dynamic data
warehouse environment. We conclude our discussion in Section 5.
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2. Preliminaries

2.1. The model

Following [5,9], we use the same model for the range sum problem. Assume that the data cube
has one measure attribute and d-dimension. Let D � f1; 2; . . . ; dg denote the set of dimensions.
Each dimension has a size ni, which represents the number of distinct values in the domain at that
dimension. This size is static and known a priori. Thus, a d-dimensional data cube can be rep-
resented by a d-dimensional array A of size n1 � n2 � � � � � nd , where nj P 2, j 2 D. Each entry in
array A is called a cell, and each cell contains the aggregate value of the measure attribute cor-
responding to a given point in the d-dimensional space formed by the d-dimensions. Without loss
of generality and for simplicity, we assume that A has a starting index 0 at each dimension, and
each dimension has the same size n. This allows us to present subsequent formulae more concisely.
Thus, the total size of array A is N � nd . Note that the same assumption has been used in [5].

The range sum query problem is to ®nd the sum of the values in cells that fall within the
speci®ed range (usually a hyper-rectangle, hereafter called a d-dimensional ``box'' within the d-
dimensional array A). For example, in the two-dimensional case, given a measure attribute
SALES, the dimensions CUSTOMER_AGE and YEAR, the cell at A�37; 8� contains the total sales to
age 37 years old customers in 1997. A range sum query asking for the total sales to 37 years old
customers from year 1997 to 1999 would be answered by summing the cells A�37; 8�, A�37; 9�, and
A�37; 10�. In the following, we also refer to the range sum query problem as the range query
problem.

2.2. Existing approaches

There is a naive method of answering the range queries on a data cube. Assume that the data
cube stored by an array A has been built. An arbitrary range query on A takes O�nd� time in the
worst case because all the cells in A must be added up in order to answer the query. This ap-
proach, however, is very simple in dealing with an update which takes only O�1� time for each cell
update. Therefore, it is ideal for a data cube frequently updated but infrequently queried. This
assumption, however, may not be realistic.

In order to improve the range query performance, Ho et al. [9] presented an elegant algo-
rithm which is called the pre®x sum method. In the pre®x sum method, besides A, another d-
dimensional array P of size N � n1 � n2 � � � � � nd is introduced, which has the same size as
array A. P is used to store various precomputed pre®x sums of A. Each cell indexed by
�x1; x2; . . . ; xd� in P contains the sum of all cells up to and including itself in array A. Thus, the
sum of the entire array A is found in the last cell of P. In other words, we will precompute, for
all 06 xi < ni and i 2 D,

P �x1; x2; . . . ; xd � � Sum�A�0; 0; . . . ; 0� : A�x1; x2; . . . ; xd �� �
Xx1

i1�0

Xx2

i2�0

� � �
Xxd

id�0

A�i1; i2; . . . ; id �:

For example, when d � 2, we precompute, for all 06 x < n1 and 06 y < n2,

P �x; y� �
Xx

i�0

Xy

j�0

A�i; j�:
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Using P, any range sum query on d-dimensions can be answered through constant (2d � O�1�)
cells look-ups, which has been proved by the following lemma. For notational convenience, let
P �x1; x2; . . . ; xd � � 0 if xj � ÿ1 for some j 2 D.

Lemma 1 [9]. For all j 2 D, let

s�j� � 1 if xj � hj;
ÿ1 if xj � lj ÿ 1:

�
Then, for all j 2 D,

Sum�A�l1; l2; . . . ; ld � : A�h1; h2; . . . ; hd �� �
X

xj2fljÿ1;hjg
f�Pd

i�1s�i��P �x1; x2; . . . ; xd �g:

Fig. 1 illustrates the basic idea of the pre®x sum approach when d � 2. The sum corresponding to
a range query's region can be determined by adding and subtracting the sums of various other
regions until the interesting region is extracted. Thus, the pre®x sum approach has reduced the
range sum query problem to the problem of reading a single individual cell in array P which takes
constant time.

The pre®x sum approach is very powerful. It provides range sum queries in constant time,
regardless of the size of the data cube. On the other hand, the update cost is very expensive and is
proportional to the entire array size. In the worst case, the update cost is O�nd�. Thus, the entire
system performance (partially contributed by the update times) is deteriorated heavily when the
queries and updates arise equally likely. The update costs result from the dependencies in the data
that allow the approach to work. The values of cells in P are cumulative. Therefore, the pre®x sum
approach is not suitable to the case where the cell values in a data cube need to be updated
frequently.

To reduce the update time without sacri®cing the constant query time, Ge�ner [5] presented an
approach called relative prefix sum method to reduce the update time signi®cantly. Basically, the
relative pre®x method follows the same idea as [9], i.e., adds and subtracts region sums to obtain
the sum of the interesting region query. The di�erence is that this latter method makes use of new
data structures that provide constant time for range queries while controlling the cumulative
updates by creating boundaries that limit cascading updates to distinguished cells. The relative
pre®x sum method uses two arrays as its data structures. One is overlay array, the other is relative
prefix array RP.

An overlay partitions array A into ®xed size regions is called overlay boxes. There is a corre-
sponding box cell in the overlay array which stores information regarding the sums of regions of

Fig. 1. A geometric illustration for the two-dimensional case: Sum�Area E� � Sum�Area A� ÿ Sum�Area B� ÿ Sum�Area C��
Sum�Area D�.
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array A which precede it. RP is an array of the same size as array A; it contains relative pre®x
sums within regions de®ned by the overlay boxes. Using the two arrays, the pre®x sum of each cell
in A can be constructed in constant time and can be done ``on-the-¯y''. Compared with the pre®x
sum approach, it improves the update time by an O�nd=2� factor, but it needs more space to store
the segmented pre®x sums. In the following the more details about the relative pre®x sum method
will be given, because our algorithm will use it as a subroutine.

Let r be the size of each dimension in an overlay box and n be divisible by r. Thus, each overlay
box ``covers'' rd cells in A, and array A is partitioned into �n=r�d disjoint overlay boxes.

The relative pre®x array RP has the same size as array A. It is partitioned into regions of cells
that correspond to overlay boxes. Each overlay box covers a region, and therefore, each region
contains rd cells. Also, each cell in a region contains the pre®x sum that is relative to the area
enclosed by the overlay box. Formally speaking, given a cell RP �x1; x2; . . . ; xd � which is covered by
an overlay box B, then,

RP �x1; x2; . . . ; xd � � Sum�A�a1; a2; . . . ; ad � : A�x1; x2; . . . ; xd ��;
where �a1; a2; . . . ; ad� is the lowest index of a cell at each dimension in the overlay box B.

Let �a1; a2; . . . ; ad� be the lowest index of a cell at each dimension in an overlay box. De®ne the
volume V of the overlay box

V �
Xa1ÿ1

i1�0

Xa2ÿ1

i2�0

. . .
Xadÿ1

id�0

A�i1; i2; . . . ; id �:

In other words, V is the pre®x sum of all cells preceding A�a1; a2; . . . ; ad � in array A.
In the overlay array, each box cell contains drdÿ1 � 1 elements (values). These elements include

the volume V of the overlay box and the other drdÿ1 border values 1 of the box. The border values
in an overlay box provide sums of regions outside the box, which will be used when computing the
pre®x sum of the cells in the box in array A. The border values are equal to the sum of the as-
sociated shaded regions of array A (see Fig. 2). For example, in the two-dimensional case, X1 is the
sum of all cells in the column above the cell containing X1. Border value X2 is the sum of all cells in
the column above its cell, plus the cells above X1, and Xi is the sum of Xiÿ1 and all cells above Xi in
the column. Similarly, Y1, Y2; and Yk can be de®ned on the corresponding rows. In a d-dimensional
array, the border values of an overlay box can be computed as dimension by dimension. For-
mally, the border value contained in a cell indexed by �x1; x2; . . . ; xd� is Sum�A�0; 0; . . . ; 0� :
A�x1; x2; . . . ; xd �� ÿ RP �x1; x2; . . . ; xd � ÿ V , where V is the volume of the overlay box and
RP �x1; x2; . . . ; xd � is the value of this cell in array RP.

Having the data structures above, we ®rst consider an update to a cell in array A. To maintain
the data structures, we ®rst update the region in which the cell located, i.e., update the a�ected
cells in RP in this region, which takes O�rd� time. We then update the a�ected boxes in the overlay
array, i.e., we need to update the volumes and the border values of those a�ected boxes, which
takes O��n=r�d � n=rdrdÿ1� time, where O�n=r�d is the time to update the volumes of boxes in-
volved, and O�n=r�drdÿ1 is the time to update the border values of the n=r boxes involved at each

1 Here we have d more border values than in [5].
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dimension. To minimize the update time, r is chosen to be
���
n
p

. That is, the update time for every
update is O�nd=2� in the worst case.

We then consider a range sum query on the data cube A. As mentioned in Section 2, each range
sum query needs calculating 2d region sums as illustrated in Fig. 1. The calculation of each region
sum requires adding the volume of the region (overlay box), d border values, and the relative
pre®x sum which comes from RP. Thus, each range sum query can be answered in constant time.

We ®nally consider the space requirement for this approach. The space used by the overlay
array is �n=r�d�drdÿ1 � 1� � dnd=r � �n=r�d because there are �n=r�d overlay boxes in the overlay
array and each of them contains drdÿ1 � 1 elements. Thus, when r � ���

n
p

, the ratio of the space
used between the relative pre®x sum approach and the naive approach is

2nd � dnd=
���
n
p � �n= ���

n
p �d

nd
� 2� d=

���
n
p � 1=nd=2 � 2� d=

���
n
p

;

where 2nd is the space used for A and RP, and dnd=
���
n
p � �n= ���

n
p �d is the space used for the overlay

array.

2.3. Cost models

For a given data cube, assume that each range query takes time tq and each update takes time
tu. Both tu and tq are the time in the worst case. We further assume that the range sum query and
the update operations on the data cube are mutually exclusive. That is, the data cube is not
available for user queries during its update period. Similarly, the update operation cannot proceed
when a range query operation is being evaluated. In [5] they take the product of query time and
update time O�tu � tq� as an optimization objective. When tq � O�1� is ®xed, they present an al-
gorithm which achieves tu � O�nd=2�, where d is the number of dimensions and n is the size of each
dimension. This cost model is very useful when dealing with a data cube that has lot of queries but
few updates. Clearly, this approach is inappropriate for dealing with the situation where queries
and updates arise equally likely or periodically. For example, assume that there is a data cube for
which there are 10 queries (2 queries per working day) and 1 update (weekend) every week on
average. From this example, we can see, during a given time window (daily, weekly, or monthly),

Fig. 2. A geometric illustration for the two-dimensional case.
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the ratio between the number of range queries and the number of updates to a data cube is
approximately ®xed. Thus, in order to reduce the total time of range sum queries and updates, it
needs to minimize both query and update times. In the following, we introduce a new model which
we believe is more accurate in modeling this latter case than the existing ones.

2.3.1. A new cost model
For a given time window, assume that the average numbers of range sum queries and updates

to a data cube are known in advance. Thus, if there are nq queries and nu updates during the given
time window, then, the total time used for both range queries and updates is nqtq � nutu. Let
c � nq=nu which is the ratio of query and update. Usually, c is ®xed. For the above example, c � 10
if a week is assumed to be the given time window. Here our objective is to minimize
nqtq � nutu � nu�ctq � tu� since nq � cnu.

Under this new cost model, if the ratio between the updates and the queries is ®xed, the update
time given by Ge�ner et al. [5] is not the best. In this paper, we will devise an algorithm based on
our new cost model, which makes the update time much smaller than the currently best one. The
improvement of the update time is at the expense of increasing the query time. But the increase in
the query time is insigni®cant in our case. As a result, the total time spent for range queries and
updates by our algorithm is much smaller than that of existing algorithms, under both the product
model and the new cost model.

3. Double relative pre®x sum approach

In this section, we present a technique called Double relative prefix sum approach for the range
sum query problem. Our approach is inspired by the algorithm in [5], which limits the updating of
cumulative sums. The rest of this section is organized as follows. We ®rst de®ne the data struc-
tures that will be used in our algorithms. We then present algorithms for updating and range
query operations on the data structures. We ®nally analyze the time and space complexity of the
proposed algorithms required.

3.1. Data structures

Assume that a data cube is stored by a d-dimensional array A. For example, Fig. 3 shows a two-
dimensional data cube A. We will use it as example later to illustrate the steps of our algorithms.
The proposed algorithm makes use of three data structures: relative prefix array RP, relative
overlay array RO and the block prefix array BP, respectively. All of the three arrays are d-di-
mensional arrays which are de®ned below.

3.1.1. Relative pre®x array
The relative pre®x array RP has the same size as array A. The cells in A are partitioned into

disjoint overlay boxes. A cell in an overlay box contains the pre®x sum of values of the cells
preceding it and includes itself within that box. Assume that r is the size of each dimension of an
overlay box, then there are dn=red boxes after the partition of A, and all pre®x sums in each box
can be computed in O�rd� time. Without loss of generality, we assume n is divisible by r. Let
�a1; a2; . . . ; ad� be the lowest index of each dimension in an overlay box and �x1; x2; . . . ; xd� be the
index of a cell in the box. Then, the value of the cell in RP is
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RP �x1; x2; . . . ; xd � � Sum�A�a1; a2; . . . ; ad � : A�x1; x2; . . . ; xd ��:

For the above example, Fig. 4 shows its relative pre®x array RP (incomplete), where n � 32 and
r � 4. Each solid box in Fig. 4 is an overlay box. Now, let us compute RP �6; 9�. The lowest index
of the cell at each dimension of the overlay box which contains the cell is �4; 8�. Therefore,
RP �6; 9� �P6

i�4

P9
j�8 A�i; j� � 18.

3.1.2. Relative overlay array
We now consider the relative overlay array RO. There is a corresponding box cell in RO for

every overlay box obtained through the partition of array A. Thus, array RO consists of �n=r�d
box cells. RO can be thought as a compressed representation of A. We further partition the box
cells in RO into disjoint block boxes. Each dimension of a block box has the same size rr1. Thus,
there are �n=rr1�d block boxes for array A with an assumption that nmod rr1 � 0.

Each box cell in RO contains drdÿ1 � 1 elements, in which the drdÿ1 elements are the border
values of the overlay box relative to a block box in which the box cell is included, and another
element Vro is the relative volume of the overlay box (i.e., the relative pre®x sum within its block
box), which is de®ned as follows. Let �x1; x2; . . . ; xd� be the lowest index of a cell at each dimension
in an overlay box and the overlay box is within a block box where �a1; a2; . . . ; ad� is the lowest
index of the cell at each dimension in the block box. Then,

Fig. 3. A two-dimensional data cube array A.
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Vro � Sum�A�a1; a2; . . . ; ad � : A�x1 ÿ 1; x2 ÿ 1; . . . ; xd ÿ 1�� �
Xx1ÿ1

i1�a1

Xx2ÿ1

i2�a2

� � �
Xxdÿ1

id�ad

A�i1; i2; . . . ; id �;

i.e., Vro is the relative pre®x sum of those cells which are preceding A�x1; x2; . . . ; xd � in array A and
are covered by the block box.

The border values of an overlay box are de®ned but are bounded in a block box to which the
overlay box belongs. The border values are the sums of those regions which are outside the box
but within the block box. For the above example, there are �n=rr1�2 � 4 block boxes when r � 4
and r1 � 4. Fig. 5 shows an incomplete array RO for our example. Consider an overlay box whose
lowest index of a cell at each dimension is A�8; 8�. We now compute the border values and relative
volume of this box within its block box (here is block box 1). Note that the lowest index of a cell at
each dimension in the block box 1 is �0; 0�. Then, Vro �

P8ÿ1
i�0

P8ÿ1
j�0 A�i; j� � 200. Now we consider

the border values of this box cell. The array has two dimensions (column and row). The border
values at the column dimension are X1;X2;X3 and X4.

X1 �
X8ÿ1

i�0

X8

j�8

A�i; j� � 22;

X2 �
X8ÿ1

i�0

X9

j�8

A�i; j� � X1 �
X8ÿ1

i�0

X9

j�9

A�i; j� � 22� 33 � 55;

Fig. 4. The relative pre®x array RP of the data cube A (partially).
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X3 � X2 �
X8ÿ1

i�0

X10

j�10

A�i; j� � 55� 16 � 71

and

X4 � X3 �
X8ÿ1

i�0

X11

j�11

A�i; j� � 93:

The border values at the row dimension Y1; Y2; Y3 and Y4 can be computed similarly.

3.1.3. Block pre®x array
As described above, the box cells of RO are partitioned into block boxes, and rr1 is the size of

each dimension of a block box, i.e., each block box covers rd
1 box cells and ``covers'' �rr1�d cells in

array A indirectly. Thus, an array BP is used for this purpose, which contains �n=rr1�d cells, and
each cell in BP contains the volume V of the corresponding block box. Let �a1; a2; . . . ; ad� be the

Fig. 5. The relative overlay array RO of the data cube A (partially).
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lowest index of a cell at each dimension in a block box, then, the volume V of the block box is
de®ned as

V � Sum�A�0; 0; . . . ; 0� : A�a1 ÿ 1; a2 ÿ 1; . . . ; ad ÿ 1��:
For our example, the block pre®x array BP for the two-dimensional array A is as follows.
Consider a block box whose cells' lowest index is �16; 16�. The corresponding cell in BP of this
block box is BP �1; 1� �P16ÿ1

i�0

P16ÿ1
j�0 A�i; j� � 776.

3.1.4. Space requirement
The space required for the data structures above is analyzed as follows. The space for A and RP

is 2nd ; the space for array RO is �n=r�d�drdÿ1 � 1� � dnd=r � �n=r�d ; and the space for array BP is
�n=rr1�d . Thus, the ratio of the space required between the data structures above and the naive
approach is

2nd � dnd=r � �n=r�d � �n=rr1�d
nd

� 2� d=r � 1=rd � 1=�rr1�d � 2� d=n1=3 � 1=nd=3 � 1=n2d=3

� 2� d=n1=3;

when r � r1 � dn1=3e.

3.2. Algorithms

Having built the data structures above, we now present algorithms to implement update and
range query operations on the data structures.

3.2.1. Update cost
We now consider how each update a�ects the data structures. Assume that a cell in array A has

been updated. To response to this update, the data structures need to be maintained. We proceed
as follows.

First, we update some a�ected cells in an overlay box in array RP in which the updated cell is
contained. In other words, every cell in the overlay box whose index is larger than the index of the
updated cell will be updated. This takes O�rd� time in the worst case. For our example, consider
cell A�9; 5� is updated, then, all the cells in the shadow area in Fig. 4 need to be updated.

Then, we update the contents of box cells in RO covered by a block box in which the updated
box cell is contained, i.e., we update the border values and relative volumes of some box cells
within the block box in array RO. This takes O�rd

1 � r1�drdÿ1 � 1�� � O�dr1rdÿ1 � rd
1� time because

under the coverage of the block box, the relative volumes of rd
1 box cells may need to be updated,

and the border values of the dr1 box cells may also need to be updated. For our example, consider
cell A�9; 5� is updated, then, the content (border values and/or relative volumes) of all the box cells
in the shadow areas in Fig. 5 need to be updated.

Finally, we update the cells in block pre®x array BP which takes O�n=rr1�d time because BP
contains O�n=rr1�d cells. For our example, consider cell A�9; 5� is updated, then, every block box
whose cells' lowest index is larger than the lowest index of cells within the block box covering
A�9; 5� must be updated, i.e., the cells in the shadow area of Fig. 6 need to be updated.
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Thus, the total time for the maintenance of data structures due to an update is
O�rd � dr1rdÿ1 � rd

1 � �n=rr1�d�. To minimize the total time of an update, we set r � r1 � n=rr1,
i.e., r � r1 � dn1=3e. So, the time for each update is O�nd=3�.

3.2.2. Query cost
Now we consider the range sum query cost. Assume that a user has the following range sum

query: Sum�A�l1 : h1; l2 : h2; . . . ; ld : hd �� over a data cube A with schema �A1;A2; . . . ;Ad ;M� where
Ai is a dimensional attribute and M is a measure attribute of data cube A, 16 i6 d. This query can
be written in a SQL-like language as follows.

The above statement can be translated into ®nding the pre®x sums of 2d cells of A by
Lemma 1. Thus, the problem now reduces to ®nd the pre®x sum of a cell in array A. For a
given cell indexed by �x1; x2; . . . ; xd�, our objective is to compute its pre®x sum in A. In doing
so, we ®rst compute the relative pre®x sum of the cell in a block box B (the cell is covered by
an overlay box and the overlay box is then covered by a block box B). We have the following
lemma.

Lemma 2. The relative prefix sum of a cell related to its block box can be found in O�1� time using
the above data structures.

Proof. A box cell in RO is ®rst located, in which the cell is contained, by running the algorithm [5].
Then, the relative volume Vro of the box cell and its d border values can be found by retrieving
array RO. So, the relative pre®x sum RPS of the cell is

RPS�x1; x2; . . . ; xd � � Vro �
Xd

j�1

XYj � RP �x1; x2; . . . ; xd �;

where XYj is the relative border value of the box cell at dimension j within the block box, 16 j6 d.
Since Vro and XYj can be obtained through retrieving the box cell in RO and RP �x1; x2; . . . ; xd � can
be obtained from array RP. Also, the number of dimensions d in a data cube is ®xed. Thus,
®nding the relative pre®x sum of a cell in a block box can be done in constant time.

SELECT SUM�A:M�
FROM d-dimensional array A
WHERE �l16A:A16 h1� AND �l26A:A26 h2�AND . . . AND �ld 6A:Ad 6 hd�

Fig. 6. The block pre®x array RO of the data cube A.
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For our example, consider the relative pre®x sum RPS�10; 10� of a cell indexed by �10; 10�. First,
from the index of this cell, we can ®nd the overlay box in which the cell is contained. The lowest
index of cells at each dimension of the overlay box is �8; 8� whose relative volume is Vro � 200 and
whose border values to this cell is X3 � 71 and Y3 � 79. So, RPS�10; 10� � Vro � X3 � Y3�
RP �10; 10� � 200� 71� 79� 27 � 377.

We then compute the pre®x sum of a cell indexed by �x1; x2; . . . ; xd� in A only because each
range sum query can be reduced to ®nd 2d of pre®x sums of the cells in array A. To simplify the
problem, we assume that the border values of each block box also exist, which do not exist ac-
tually. Later we remove this assumption by showing how to compute those required border values
on-the-¯y. Let B be the block box which covers the cell indexed by �x1; x2; . . . ; xd�. Also, let
XY1;XY2; . . . ;XYd be the d border values of B associated with the cell indexed by �x1; x2; . . . ; xd�,
where XYj is the border value at j dimension, 16 j6 d. The volume V of B can be found from
array BP. Then, the pre®x sum of the cell in array A is

P �x1; x2; . . . ; xd � � V �
Xd

j�1

XYj � RPS�x1; x2; . . . ; xd �:

Thus, the pre®x sum of the cell can be computed in constant time. However, the border values XYj

of the block box B used here have not been precomputed, 16 j6 d. So, we need to compute them
on-the-¯y.

Now we compute XYj at dimension j. Assume that there are k block boxes B1;B2; . . . ;Bk

preceding B at this dimension. Having a cell indexed by �x1; x2; . . . ; xd�, let OB be the overlay box
containing the cell, then, the border cell of OB indexed by �b1; b2; . . . ; bd� corresponding the cell
and the corresponding border value XYj can be derived immediately. Similarly, the cell indexed by
�b1 ÿ �k ÿ l�rr1 ÿ 1; b2 ÿ �k ÿ l�rr1 ÿ 1; . . . ; bd ÿ �k ÿ l�rr1 ÿ 1� in Bl (a border value cell in Bl)
can also be derived, 16 l6 k. The relative pre®x sum RPS�b1 ÿ �k ÿ l�rr1 ÿ1; b2 ÿ �k ÿ l�rr1ÿ
1; . . . ; bd ÿ �k ÿ l�rr1 ÿ 1� of the cell indexed by �b1 ÿ �k ÿ l�rr1 ÿ 1; b2 ÿ �k ÿ l�rr1 ÿ 1; . . . ; bdÿ
�k ÿ l�rr1 ÿ 1� within Bl can be found in constant time by Lemma 2. Thus, the border value XYj of
B at dimension j is XYj �

Pk
l�1 RPS�b1 ÿ �k ÿ l�rr1 ÿ 1; b2 ÿ �k ÿ l�rr1 ÿ 1; . . . ; bd ÿ �k ÿ l�rr1ÿ1�,

where 16 k6 dn=rr1e. When r � r1 � dn1=3e, XYj can be found in O�n1=3� time. Therefore, each
range query can be answered in O�n1=3� time. Fig. 7 gives an explanation of computing the border
values of a block box, where ``�'' represents the border cells in di�erent block boxes, and XYj is
equal to the summation of all cells in array A in the shadow area. For our two-dimensional array
example, consider the pre®x sum of a cell indexed by �21; 2� in array A. By our algorithm, we ®rst
®nd in which overlay box this cell is contained. It is included in an overlay box whose lowest index
at cell �20; 0�, and the overlay box is covered by a block box whose lowest cell index is �16; 0�, and
the volume V of the block box is 0 (V � BP �1; 0� � 0). We then compute the relative pre®x sum
RPS�21; 2� of the cell in the block box, and RPS�21; 2� � Vro � X3 � Y2 � RP �21; 2� � 0� 40�
0� 20 � 60.

We ®nally ®nd the border values of the block box related to this cell. For this cell, there are two
corresponding border cells whose indexes are �16; 2� and �21; 0�, respectively. For the column
dimension, there is one block box B1 preceding the current block box, and the corresponding
border cell is �16ÿ 1; 2� within B1, so, RPS�15; 2� � Vro � X3 � Y4 � RP �15; 2� � 0� 114� 0� 34 �
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148. So, the border value of the block box corresponding the cell in the column dimension is
XY1 � RPS�15; 2� � 148. For the row dimension, there is no block box preceding the current block
box. So, the border value of the block box corresponding to the cell in this dimension is XY2 � 0.
Thus, the pre®x sum of the cell in array A is P �21; 2� � V � XY1 � XY2 � RPS�21; 2� �
0� 148� 0� 60 � 208. Thus, we have the following theorem.

Theorem 1. There is an algorithm for the range sum problem on a dynamic OLAP data cube. The
query time is O�n1=3� and the update time is O�nd=3�, where n is the size of each dimension and d is the
number of dimensions of the data cube.

3.3. Total cost measure

Now we compare our algorithms with other previously known algorithms for the range sum
query problem under the two cost models.

Under the product cost model (query time times update time), the cost by our algorithm is
O�n1=3nd=3� � O�n�d�1�=3�, while the cost of the algorithm in [5] is O�nd=2�, and the cost of the
algorithm in [9] and the naive approach is O�nd�.

Under the new cost model, assume that there are K queries and updates and the ratio between
the number of queries and the number of updates is c, �P 1�. Let nu be the number of updates
among the K operations, then, �c� 1�nu � K. The cost of the naive algorithm is
O�cnu � nd � nu� � O�Knd�. The cost of the pre®x sum approach is O�cnu � nund� � O�Knd�. The
cost of the relative pre®x sum approach is O�cnu � nund=2� � O�Knd=2�. The cost of the double
relative pre®x sum approach is O�cnu � n1=3 � nund=3� � O�c=�c� 1� Kn1=3 � 1=�c� 1�Knd=3� �
O�Knd=3�.

Clearly, the performance of our algorithm outperforms that of all existent algorithms under the
both cost models. Therefore, it reduces the overall cost of the problem. Compared with the rel-
ative pre®x sum approach in [5], our algorithm, however, needs more space to store intermediate

Fig. 7. An illustration of computing a border value XYj of a block box.
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results, but the increase in space is insigni®cant. In summary, the following table lists the time and
space requirements of di�erent algorithms, where Sp is the space used by the corresponding al-
gorithm and nd is the space used by the naive approach. (See Fig. 8)

4. Range sum queries on multiple data cubes

In this section, we discuss the range sum queries on di�erent data cubes in a data warehouse.
That is, how to maintain all the data cubes systematically so that the entire system performance
can be improved.

Let DW � fDB1;DB2; . . . ;DBwg where DW represents the data warehouse, and DBi is a data
cube in the data warehouse, 16 i6w. Given a time window, let Ki be the number of queries and
updates to DBi, let t�i�q and t�i�u be the range query and update time to DBi and ci be the ratio
between the number of queries and updates to DBi, 16 i6w. Then, the update frequency fi to DBi

is fi � �Ki=�ci � 1��=Pw
j�1 Kj and the query frequency qi to DBi is qi � ��ciKi�=�ci � 1��=Pw

j�1 Kj,
16 i6w, and

Pw
j�1�fi � qi� � 1. The total time for processing all the range sum queries and

update operations on the data cubes in DW is
Pw

j�1�fjKjt�j�u � qjKjt�j�q �, for the given time window.
Following the discussions in previous sections, we have the following general policy to deal

with range queries. For a given data cube DBi 2 DW , (i) if the data in it is rarely updated and the
size of the data cube is not too large (it can be stored in main memory), the naive approach will be
used for range sum queries to it; (ii) if the data in it is rarely updated and its size is large, and the
query frequency is high, the pre®x sum approach will be adopted for the range sum queries to it;
(iii) if the data in it is updated frequently and its size is large, and the query frequency is much
higher than the update frequency, the relative pre®x sum approach will be employed for the range
sum queries to it; (iv) if the data in it is updated frequently and its size is large, and both query and
update frequencies are equal likely high, the double relative pre®x sum approach will be used for
range sum queries to it.

5. Conclusions

E�cient computation of range sum queries has become more important in recent years due
to an increasing demand for OLAP and data cube applications. Many commercial applications

Fig. 8. Time and space requirements among di�erent algorithms.
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require that data cubes be updated with current information on a regular basis. For large data
cubes that are updated weekly or daily, both the range query time and update time are vital to
the entire system performance. In this paper, we have presented a new technique called the
double relative pre®x sum approach which reduces the update time complexity to O�nd=3�. Our
algorithm improves the update time complexity by a factor of O�nd=6� compared with an
existing algorithm for the problem. Also, under the product model and the new cost model, the
total cost for both range queries and updates by our algorithm is smaller compared to other
known algorithms. Thus, our algorithm reduces the overall time complexity of the range sum
query problem.
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